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Toppy Twister 1600 AJ “Manual” is 

a stationary pile turner, designed to turn, 
blow and vibrate pallets of paper or 
cardboard up to a maximum weight of 
1500 kg and with maximum size 125 x 
165 cm. The result is a perfect alignment 
of any single paper / cardboard sheet.  
 
By means of a suitable panel placed on 
the electrical board, it is possible to set 
the vibration, the nozzles speed, the 
quantity of air to be supplied and the 
working time.  
 
The pallet can be raised upright, rotated 
by 90 degrees – in this position cleaning 
and aligning can be carried out – rotated 
by further 90 degrees and placed back to 
the ground, upside down.  
 
Thanks to the push-button panel close to the pile turner, any operation can be carried out manually.  
Like the automatic version, Toppy Twister 1600 AJ “manual” is provided with linear guides for the lowering 
of the forks. 

 
Master TOPPY Air Jogger 1400 
Master Toppy is a pile turner that blows and 
vibrates paper or board pallets. Thanks to its 
special design, Master Toppy doesn't require 
holes in the ground, because its loading 
platforms are lowered down to the ground to 
allow operators to load them by means of a 
pallet truck.  
 
After the 90° rotation, the paper sheets are 
positioned vertically along the blowing table, 
which inclines by 8° so that the paper sheets 
are rested on a reference square. During the 
cycle, the operator can inspect the paper pallet 
and manually extract the faulty sheets when 
present.  
 
The operator can set the air blowing cycles and 
the vibration frequency on the control panel 
depending on paper requirements.  
 

At the end of the cycle, the pile turner positions itself automatically on the ground to allow the extraction of 
the paper pallet with the aid of a transpallet.  
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